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Message from the Guest Editor

It is my hope that this collection of articles has managed to
achieve what it set out to do, at least for the most part. Just over
half of the contributions deal wholly, or in large part, with the later
Middle Ages (fulfilling the desideratum of increasing the number of
studies of medieval domestic devotion); there is a fairly wide
geographical range (which includes several welcome contributions
from Eastern Europe); both Judaism and Islam are represented
(although I would have liked to have seen some more
contributions regarding medieval Judaism and Islam). However, if
the collection as a whole inspires others to build further studies on
the research gathered here, it will have made an important
contribution.
I am enormously grateful to all the scholars who responded to the
initial call for contributions and I owe an immense debt of
gratitude for the timeliness of their contributions, and also the
professionalism and generosity of the numerous anonymous
readers of these articles.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Fresh developments in the disciplines that consistently
make significant contributions to our understanding of
religious personality, authority, devotion, and community -
disciplines ranging from psychology, sociology, and
anthropology to history, art history, philosophy, literary
criticism, and political science – fuel general, as well as
scholarly, interest in the world’s religions.

Religions is inviting innovative and comparative
contributions. Please consider Religions as an exceptional,
exciting enterprise ready to reward your trust, attention,
and participation.
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